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Cloud Computing is being considered as emerging technology in recent times and defines a new IT
model that delivers the services over internet. Big IT vendors like Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, Amazon
and IBM have their own Cloud Computing approach. It is being widely adopted by IT organisations
in the last few years. Since Cloud Computing is an emerging technology it still has some security
concerns.
Virtualisation is a core technology that makes the Cloud Computing. The adoption of virtualisation
is increasing progressively year by year. The major investor of Virtualisation in today’s time is
‘VMware’. Since, it has been used in IT industry for several years for consolidating the servers,
therefore many companies are virtualising their IT environment in recent times. Many IT vendors
like Citrix, Microsoft and Red Hat have invested capital to make Virtualisation possible to SME
organisations. Though Virtualisation benefits the IT organisations but it does not have sufficient
security abilities for network as in the case of cloud computing.
The security effectiveness of virtual DMZ in private cloud was investigated using the vCloud Director
5.5 and vCenter Server 5.5. Using Vmware ESXi 5.1, a test bed was set up to examine the security of
virtual DMZ hosted in Private Cloud. vShield Manager was used as a firewall that monitored the
traffic coming to the network. A quantitative approach was used to gather data by using the
Vulnerability Assessment tools. Among the DMZ designs, the ‘Fully Collapsed DMZ design’ was
chosen to conduct the research experiment.
The results obtained by conducting the tests for this research experiment were compared with the
results obtained in previous research experiment “Virtualisation and Information Security” (Singh,
2012). By analysing the test results, it was found that hosting the virtual DMZ in Private Cloud has
added security to the network. However, the security elements like firewall determine the security
level of virtual DMZ. However, the virtual DMZ environments are more secure only if the
configuration of virtual DMZs are appropriate.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Cloud Computing
With the beginning of internet in 1990 to the present times of global computing, the internet
has drastically changed the computing. During this tenure, computing concept has been
changed from parallel to distributed, then to grid and finally to Cloud computing. Cloud
computing is the latest development in the computing models and has been defined as
evolving technique in computer science technology(Jadeja & Modi, 2012)
According to NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) “Cloud computing is a
model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computer resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage application and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.”(Jadeja & Modi, 2012)
In 1950, due to larger size and high cost of computers, they were even difficult to own for big
businesses. Accordingly, a term “hardware time sharing” was introduced. Then the processors
were being shared among the businesses.
After the sharing of processors, a new term came into existence known as “Utility computing”
in which the resources like memory, hardware and network etc. were also being shared.
Moving further, grid computing came into existence. In 1980, Grid computing and utility
computing was used in all areas of IT. But these services lacked in delivering the services.
In 1990, with the advent of internet, a drastic change occurred. Due to the broad connectivity,
the IT vendors started using internet. Broadband fixed all the connectivity issues which
affected the grid and utility computing.
In 2000, the term “cloud” was introduced when the internet was used by the clients
extensively. The IT vendors began to provide their applications over internet. Besides this,
they also started using their service over internet like storage, memory etc.
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Currently, Cloud Computing is emerging as significant area in IT field due to enabling
technologies, low cost and availability.
Cloud computing is a technology that maintains the data and applications by using the internet
and central remote servers. According to Mathur (2010), “The term Cloud Computing means
that you receive IT processing as a service rather than as a product or software.” The network
of computers that makes the Cloud computing, handles the workload shift where the local
computers need not have to handle the heavy workload like running applications.
Cloud computing can be divided into three parts: “Applications”, “Platforms”,
“Infrastructure”. Each part has its own purpose and delivers different products and services
to the organisations and people around the world.(Mathur & Nishchal, 2010)
Songjie defines “Cloud Computing as a super-computing that is based on grid computing. It is
novel kind of super-computing which is data-intensive. Cloud Computing attains multi-level
virtualisation through storage capacity, data applications and other resources”. It is the most
emergent field in IT industry in recent times.
Having its own cloud platform, Google is described as the biggest user of Cloud Computing.
Big IT vendors like Google, Amazon, Yahoo, IBM, and Microsoft have their own cloud
computing approach. The main attraction of cloud computing towards IT vendors is the low
cost cloud computing platform (Song, Junfeng, & Chengpeng, 2011).
According to Savu (2011), Cloud computing defines a new IT model that delivers the services
over internet. The idea of cloud computing has been started at the early stages, but has taken
time to come into existence. The word “Cloud” derived from telecommunication world. In
1969, John McCarthy who invented ‘artificial intelligence’ defined “may someday be organised
as a public utility.”(Savu, 2011).
The service- oriented, ease of use, self-managed platform, and virtualisation are the
characteristics that makes the cloud computing significant. IBM and Google declared their
collaboration in Cloud computing in October 2007 that makes the cloud computing more
popular. Beside this, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2), Google App Engine and Sales
force’s CRM also accounts for the foundation of cloud services. Cloud computing systems like
Amazon EC2, Google App Engine have their own characteristics. Amazon EC2 provides their

7
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infrastructure as a service while Google App Engine and Microsoft deliver platform as services
(Chunye, Jie, Qiang, Haitao, & Zhenghu, 2010).
This research subject is of personal interest to author. In the above part, the definition of cloud
computing and its evolution has been explained. It also highlighted the importance of cloud
computing in IT industry in recent times.

1.2 Security in different types of Clouds
Security is considered as the major concern in cloud computing. For providing secure cloud
computing, it is important to decide which type of cloud is going to be implemented. On the
requirement basis of any business, various cloud types are being offered in recent times.
Currently, four types of cloud models are being offered i.e. Public cloud, Private Cloud, Hybrid
Cloud and Community Cloud.
1.2.1 Public Cloud
A public cloud is a model in which the users have access to cloud via interfaces using web
browsers. In this type of model, as far as the infrastructure is concerned, there is no
requirement to invest the capital initially. It follows pay-per-use concept. Public clouds are less
secure because all the data is available on public cloud that can be attacked easily. Moreover,
all the data lies with the cloud providers that may obstruct the business indirectly. Therefore,
trust and privacy are predominant while using public cloud.
1.2.2 Private Cloud
A private cloud is a model which is built for an organisation datacentre. It imparts services to
limited group of users. Unlike public cloud, all the applications and resources are managed
and upgraded by the organisation itself. It is more secure than public cloud because of its
quantified exposure to a selected group of persons. A private cloud is accessible only to
organisation and designated stakeholders. From an IT viewpoint, private cloud offers benefits
like speed, agility and efficiency. Moreover, it also maintains the controls of sensitive
workloads. (Intel, 2013).
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1.2.3 Hybrid Cloud
A hybrid cloud is the combination of both public and private cloud. The infrastructure of hybrid
cloud is a combination of two or more clouds that remain unique but are combined together
by a standard technology that allows transfer of data and applications (Savu, 2011) . It is
centrally managed, delivered as a single unit and bounded by a secure network. It allows
various users to access the applications. It has more secure control over the data and
applications (Ramgovind, Eloff, & Smith, 2010).
1.2.4 Community Cloud
When the infrastructure of cloud is being designed by several organisation mutually, then such
cloud is called community cloud. These types of clouds are designed to impart services to
multiple organisations of the same community. In such type of clouds, the requirements and
policies are shared by several organisation of the same community. The infrastructure of cloud
is managed or upgraded by the third party or by any organisation in the cloud community
(Jadeja & Modi, 2012).
Though Cloud computing provides solutions to IT organisations, still it is not completely
secure. In order to protect the systems and data, security risks should be properly identified
and analysed by Service Provider. Risk identification and analysis is important to arrange the
implementation of policies and controls, upon which the necessary actions are taken to assess
the risks and to achieve business goals.
In 2008, growth in cloud services market was reported in range between $46.3 billion and it is
expected to be $222.5 billion by 2015. While the growth in cloud computing spending was
reported $16 billion in 2008 and is expected to be $55 billion in 2014.
As the data in cloud computing is available at shared infrastructures which increase the
probability of unauthorised access that raise concerns such as privacy, management,
authentication, availability, integrity, network and physical security.
In order to mitigate the security risks in the cloud, appropriate mitigation strategies should be
developed. Protection and security of data should always be the responsibility of cloud service
provider management (Carroll, Van der Merwe, & Kotze, 2011).
9
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As security is the highest concern in cloud computing, so the companies like Microsoft deploys
threat modelling technique in order to keep their security at a high level. While others deploy
policies and controls, SLA monitoring for clouds (Khan, Djemame, Orio, Jiang, & Kiran, 2012)
Since cloud computing is an emerging technology, still it has some security concerns. This part
defines different cloud models and their security. Though several measures are taken to
eliminate security risks, yet security is considered as major concern in cloud computing. The
next section explains the evolution of virtualisation technology and its concepts and
components.

1.3 Virtualisation
“Virtualisation is one of the most important element that makes cloud computing.” (Sabahi,
2012). It is the fastest growing technology in recent times. It is the technological invention
that imparts solutions to the IT businesses. The term “virtualisation” defines the separation of
a resource for a service from the underlying physical delivery of that service. Virtualisation
enables to run multiple operating system on single machine by sharing the hardware
resources .(VMware, 2012).
Like, the computer systems in ninteen sixties which were very few in numbers, these are like
mainframe architectutres capable of handling multiple tasks simultaneouslty. Due to their
limited users, the resources were very expensive. As a result, the consumption of these
resources kept very high. In order to make optimum utilisation of these resources for
computing, the IBM engineers invented Virtualisation .(IBM, 2010).
As each virtual machine was fully secure and had become an efficent way of resource and
time-sharing on highly costly hardware. The users were then able to develop and execute the
applications without having the fear of system crashing even used by other users the same
system. At that time, virtualisation increased the number of users to work simultaneously and
hence reduced the hardware cost. As hardware became cheaper, virtualisation was almost
wiped out in 1970s and 1980s. But in 1990 it is again in demand,due to when the PC based
hardware and operating system came into existence.This trend is still ongoing (Nanda &
Chiueh, 2005).
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The major investor of virtualisation in today’s market is ‘VMware’. Firstly, they released
“VMware workstaions” which had the capability to deploy Virtual machines on operating
systems like Windows or Linux. After the successful deployment of “VMware workstations”,
ESX server was introduced by the company. With these VMware products, IT professionals are
now able to deploy different VMs(virtual machines) on a single physical machine. The
virtualisation vendors like VMware, Microsoft and citrix made it possible to host multiple
virtual servers on a single server and hence deliverig the services to the clients (Singh, 2012)
According to VMware commissioned Management Insight Technology, which is an
independent research organisation in Marlborough, VMware users who have virtualised their
x86 workloads is 36% and they are expected to increase at a rate of 24 percent. By using
virtualisation, IT professionals observed significant increase in their businesses.
The adoption of virtualisation is increasing progressively year by year. Earlier, when the
adoption was fragmented by the size of company, then the small organisations which operate
less number of servers, they virtualise their servers more frequently and thus achieve high
server virtualisation rate of about 45% while the large organisations who virtualised their
servers lies between 32% and 34% of workloads.(VMware, 2011)
Virtualisation has been used in IT industry for several years for consolidating the servers. Many
companies are virtualising their IT environment. “Results from a Gartner survey of 505 data
centre manager’s worldwide reports that planned or in-process virtualization of infrastructure
workloads will increase from approximately 60 percent in 2012 to almost 90 percent in 2014.”
(Intel, 2013)

“Virtualization is a technology that combines or divides computing resources to present one or
many operating environments using methodologies like hardware and software partitioning
or aggregation, partial or complete machine simulation, emulation, time-sharing, and many
others”.(Nanda & Chiueh, 2005)
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Before virtualisation

After virtualisation

Figure 1 (Nanda & Chiueh, 2005)
Different components of Virtualisation have been discussed in the sections below:
1.3.1 Hypervisor
Hypervisor is a software that is installed on the server hardware and its task is to run guest
operating system. It provides a virtual operating system to the guest operating system which
monitors the execution of guest operating system.
1.3.2 Guest Operating System
The virtual machine is a software computer like physical machine that runs an operating
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system and applications. An operating system that runs on virtual machine is called Guest
operating system.
1.3.3 Host Operating System
A hypervisor is installed on physical machine and that machine is termed as host operating
system or host machine that separately executes the physical resources and virtual machines
(Sabahi, 2012)
This section defines virtualisation technology and its large adoption in IT industry. It describes
why most IT professional have virtualised their IT environment. Concepts and components of
virtualisation is being discussed.
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1.4 Different kinds of virtualisation
1.4.1 Storage Virtualisation
It is a kind of resource virtualisation in which the physical storage devices are assembled into
a single storage pool that is provided to host servers and operating systems.(Bazargan, Yeun,
& Zemerly, 2012)
1.4.2 Client Virtualisation
It is also known as “Desktop Virtualisation”. It provides the desktop environment to the
users. It allows the users to access any authorised application despite knowing the actual
location of applications
1.4.3 Server Virtualisation
Server virtualisation is the movement of existing physical resources into virtual one. These
virtual servers are hosted into a single physical server. It is mainly used for larger servers. It
allows multiple guest OS to run on physical hardware.(Mann, 2006)
1.4.4 Network and DMZ Virtualisation
The process of combining hardware and software network and network resources into a single
unit i.e. virtual network is called network virtualisation.
A DMZ (Demilitarized Zone) exist in between inside network and outside network. It consists of
services and devices that are used for business model of an organisation. Server and Infrastructure
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are the two key components of Virtualised DMZ. The virtualised DMZ benefits by reducing the
operating costs and power consumption.(VMware, 2009)
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1.5 Different approaches to Virtualisation
Like in traditional environment having physical servers connected by the physical switch,
provides the detailed information of the traffic between servers and switch but the virtual
switch is unable to provide this information as they are connected to physical switch via
physical NIC which are further connected to Virtual machine which affects the security. There
are several approaches to Virtualisation depends how each controls the virtual machine.
1. Operating system based virtualisation: In this approach, virtualisation is empowered by
host- operating system. The host-operating system has control over virtual machine.
This approach is simple but has some vulnerabilities
13
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2. Application-based virtualisation: It is hosted above host-operating system i.e. on the top
of host- operating system. It is not usually used for commercial purposes. It possess
the same security issues as with the host operating system.
3. Hypervisor-based virtualisation: It is present at the machine boot time to have control
over the shared resources across the multiple machines. Some virtual machines are
privileged partitions that can view or control VMs. It has more controlled environment
and can use tools like IDS. The only point of vulnerability is the hypervisor in this
approach (Sabahi, 2012).
4. Full virtualisation
Full virtualisation is a type of server virtualisation. In server virtualisation, the physical
resources of both physical host machine and guest operating system are extracted
which runs on physical hardware. It can simulate the entire underlying physical
hardware. Full virtualisation has the ability to run different operating systems
concurrently. Full virtualisation can be done by using the combination of techniques
binary translation and direct execution.
5. Para-virtualisation
It can be defined as a subset of full virtualisation. Unlike full virtualisation, paravirtualisation partially simulates the underlying physical hardware. To run the guest
operating system in virtual environment, it should be modified which differentiates
para-virtualisation from full virtualisation (Bazargan et al., 2012).
Formatted: Font color: Text 1, Not Highlight

1.6 Virtualisation
Virtualisation can be achieved using different popular platforms like VMware V sphere, Citrix,
Xen, Sun xVM and Hyper-V from Microsoft. Among from them, the author chooses VMware
ESXi V sphere to conduct this research project. VMware ESXi is the newest architecture of
hypervisor by VMware. It is comprised of ultra-thin architecture which do not rely on general
purpose OS. It has the capability to run multiple operating systems on a single physical server
and thus reducing the hardware, cooling and power costs. It delivers unequalled performance
and scalability, therefore, can even virtualise the intensive applications.
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This part discusses different types and approaches to virtualisation. It also explains the
author’s approach to virtualisation. The author describes Virtualisation using VMware ESXi as
an appropriate choice to carry out research.

1.7 Research Question
The aim of this research is to confirm the effectivenes of security after the implementation of
virtual DMZ in a private cloud. This research study will help in understanding different types
of risks that are experienced at different layers of DMZ in a private cloud.
The research question is: What is the security effectiveness of virtual DMZ in a private cloud
environment? The following hypothesis will be verified to facilitate the primary research:
1. It is not secure to implement virtual DMZ in a private cloud.
2. A virtual machine that has been compromised in a DMZ can easily exploit other virtual
machines on the same host.
3. Misconfiguration of VMs makes them more likely sources of security leakage.
4. Within the virtual network infrastructure, the data communication is likely to be
source of security leakage.
Virtualisation is a novel technology. It is cost- effective with the deployment configuration and
the maintenance of virtual infrastructure being simpler.
Cloud computing is being considered as the most exciting technology in recent times and is of
personal interest to the author which is the main reason to carry out this research study and
to explore whether the implementation of virtualisation is really secure for cloud computing.
Virtualisation is one of the significant element that makes cloud computing. Virtualisation
helps the IT professionals by the business in cost-effective manner but it does not have
sufficient security abilities for network as in the case of cloud computing. So, in a virtual
environment, the security of virtual machine can be considered as a known vulnerability.
The adoption of cloud computing is progressively increasing day by day. The merits of the
cloud computing to IT industry are inflated in recent times. Virtualisation is one of the core
technology that makes cloud computing. Therefore, the cloud users should understand the
security capabilities of novel technology like Virtualisation.
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So, the security of clients and services will be studied within a cloud environment in order to
explore the research questions. Tools like VAS (Vulnerability Assesment software) will be used
to assess the vulnerabilities in the cloud network. It will identify the security concern areas in
virtual private environment which will lead to better security policies while deploying virtual
DMZ in private cloud.

1.8 Summary
The main objective of this introduction is to create the background for the research and to
provide an insight into the research that would be carried out. It provides description of
technologies like cloud computing and virtualisation. The security issues in cloud computing
are also discussed in brief. It aslo discusses the evolution of virtualisation and how it has been
used widely in x86 workloads in present times. The components used in virtualisation are also
covered in this introductory chapter. Moreover, different approaches and types of
virtualisation have also been discussed.
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2. Literature Review
Cloud Computing has been adopted quickly by IT organisations during the last few years. It is
defined as pool of virtual resources (Bazargan et al., 2012). Cloud providers make use of
virtualisation technology by deploying the workloads on virtual machines that can be scaled
out quickly. Though, these technologies like Cloud Computing and Virtualisation offers
abundant benefits but still faces some security concerns. Many significant researches and
papers have been published on security concerns of these technologies so far. But the author
noticed a few researches that have been conducted on topic like implementation of virtual
infrastructure in private cloud environment. According to author, less number of researches
have been carried out to explore the security effectiveness of virtual infrastructure in private
cloud. As the Cloud Computing will be the future of computing, which inspires the author to
carry out research on this topic.

2.1 Cloud computing
Cloud computing is an evolving technology that has drastically changed IT area. For various
benefits, it is being widely accepted by IT organisations. Many researches have been carried
out on this technology. Many papers have been published on this novel technology including
IEEE, Springer and ACM etc. This section represents the literature review carried out on Cloud
computing to express the aim of thesis.
Cloud computing is an emerging buzzword in IT industry. It makes a virtual pool of resources
like storage, network and memory that fulfil client’s resource and hardware software
requirements (Rajan & Jairath, 2011).
According to Mathur (2010) “Cloud computing is an outgrowth of ease-of-access to the
remote sites through Internet”(Mathur & Nishchal, 2010). Cloud computing is a new model
that offers IT services where the resources can be accessed through Internet using web based
tools. It allows clients to use the resources remotely. It delivers scalable, network centric, IT
infrastructure, platforms and applications that are based on “pay-per-use” model (Baun,
Kunze, Nimis, & Tai, 2011).
Like Grid computing, High Performance computing and Supercomputing, Cloud computing
also belongs to Parallel computing(Chunye et al., 2010).Grid computing is based on High
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Performance Computing which is delay sensitive and computing sensitive while Cloud
computing is data-centric. It is much widely acceptable as compared to Grid computing.
The figure below describes the comparable characteristics of Cloud computing and Grid
computing and explains why Cloud Computing is more acceptable than Grid Computing:

Figure 2: Comparison between Cloud computing and Grid computing
“Yes” or “No” stands for relevant characteristics that Cloud computing and Grid computing
possess while “half” means that they support that characteristics to some extent (Chunye et
al., 2010) .
Rajan and Jairath (2011) defined Cloud Computing as fifth generation of Computing that
provides solutions to problems regarding storage, memory, software and hardware. Rajan and
Jairath defines the implementation of Cloud Computing in three ways: SaaS (Software as a
Service) where the service providers offer software as a service. Secondly, cloud providers
offer the development kit to develop any application which is known as PaaS (Platform as a
Service). Thirdly is IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) that enables users to install and execute
the software (Rajan & Jairath, 2011).
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Figure 3: Different services provided by Cloud Computing(Zhang, Cheng, & Boutaba, 2010)

Presently, large companies like Google, Amazon and Microsoft are trying to provide more
powerful, reliable and cost-effective cloud platforms due to the tremendous demand of cloud
computing (Boutaba, 2010).
According to Ledyard (2012), due to numerous benefits of Cloud computing, every business in
the world has started Cloud computing in their budgets including services over cloud, software
and other resources required for cloud. Following figure represents the percentage of
businesses in different countries of the world which are dedicated to Cloud Computing
(Ledyard, 2012).

Figure 4: Percentage of business of different nations dedicating to cloud computing(Ledyard,
2012)
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Cloud Computing is a kind of technology that is used to access remote servers through Internet.
Juefu and Peng Liu stated about the growth of Cloud Computing as given by Industry observers.
According to Industry observers, “Market-research firm IDC expects IT cloud service spending to
grow from about $16 billion in 2008 to about $42 billion by 2012 and to increase its share of
overall IT spending from 4.2 to 8.5 percent” (Liu & Liu, 2010). But according to the latest IDC
public IT cloud services forecast over a period of 2013-2017, the IT cloud services will have
Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 23.5%. They are expecting the worldwide spending
on public IT cloud services will be more than $107 billion by 2017(IDC, 2013).
Carroll and Van der Merwe in their paper “Secure Cloud Computing” explained the various
benefits of Cloud Computing including lower implementation and maintenance costs, storage
resources, less hardware costs etc.(Carroll et al., 2011).

Figure 5: Cloud Computing benefits (Carroll et al., 2011)

As explained above, Cloud Computing has been widely accepted by IT organisations. It has
overcome challenges that hampers business solutions or benefits. Though Cloud Computing
has the potential to solve problems regarding hardware, software, CPU and memory but still
this technology is not mature enough to overcome issues like security, reliability, privacy etc.
The next section of this chapter describes security issues that surrounds cloud computing.
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Cloud Computing is a vast technology that offers a novel model for business organisations to
adopt IT services. Inspite of its compelling benefits, Security is the major concern which
hamper the growth of cloud. This section focuses on various security issues and challenges
that occur in Cloud Computing.
Though there are many reasons for moving to Cloud Computing, but it is not completely
secure. As the data and software is under the control of service provider, so it is more prone
to vulnerabilities. With the hosting of data and software in shared infrastructure raises
concerns like privacy, authentication, compliance, integrity, data availability, physical and
network security (Carroll et al., 2011).
As the main objective of Cloud computing is to provide better utilisation of resources, but still
it is fraught with many security issues. The complexity of security in cloud environment is
demonstrated below:

Figure 6: Complexity of security in Cloud Environment(Subashini & Kavitha, 2011)
The lower layer in figure depicts different deployment models named private, public,
community and hybrid. The above layer represents different service delivery models named
IaaS, PaaS and SaaS that are used with a particular deployment model. These delivery models
are the fundamentals of Cloud Computing that shows characteristics like on-demand selfservice, multi-tenancy, rapid elasticity, measured service and ubiquitous network. These
21
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characteristics require security depends on the way it is deployed and delivered in cloud
environment. Each delivery model has different security requirements in Cloud environment.
SaaS model benefits the users by reducing cost and improving operational efficiency. But the
users of SaaS model are unaware of the way their data is being stored which is the main reason
of reluctance of most enterprises to adopt SaaS. While IaaS model allows end users to
consume infrastructure-as-a-service. This model provides basic security but the data and
applications moving into cloud require security at high level. PaaS models delivers the
developers a complete software development lifecycle management. It’s easy for hacker to
leverage the service for malware attack as user has no knowledge what is happening
underneath the service (Subashini & Kavitha, 2011).
Kulkarni and Gambhir describe various security threats to Cloud Computing. According to
them, Cloud Computing is open to network attacks as they run on network structure such as
Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks. Also, the multi-tenancy model in Cloud
Computing introduces issues to this emerging technology such as Service Provider Security
issues like privacy, identity and access management, compliance etc., Infrastructure Security
issues like data storage, and End-user security issues like browser security, lock-in,
Authentication etc. (Kulkarni, Gambhir, Patil, & Dongare, 2012).

Figure 7: Various point of view of Cloud security(Kulkarni et al., 2012)
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The authors of the paper “Data Security Issues in Cloud Environments and Solutions” describe
basic problem in Cloud Computing. They explain that from consumer point of view regarding
Cloud Computing security concerns, data security and privacy protection are main issues that
inhibits the growth of Cloud Computing. As the clients data is stored centrally and is managed
and maintained by Cloud service providers, sometime users of cloud services complain about
misuse of their data (Dinadayalan, Jegadeeswari, & Gnanambigai, 2014).
“According to IDC survey, 74% of IT executives and CIO’s cited security as the top challenge
preventing their adoption of the cloud services model. Analysts’ estimate that within the next
five years, the global market for cloud computing will grow to $95 billion and that 12% of the
worldwide software market will move to the cloud in that period(Subashini & Kavitha, 2011).
Furthermore, International Data Corporation (IDC) conducted a survey in 2008/2009 that
highlighted the downsides of Cloud Computing as well as expectations of consumers in the
security of Cloud Computing. In this survey, the consumers were asked to rate their issues that
they experienced with Cloud Computing. In the results, security was ranked as the biggest
issue in Cloud Computing. The security, availability and performance issues remained biggest
concerns in both years of survey.
Among the following Cloud shortfalls, there are some important issues that the organisations
consider before adopting Cloud services like Cloud providers terms of service, data restrictions
on stored information and location of data as well. Another concern that is developing is
down-time of Cloud security. Following figure illustrates the Cloud issues:

Figure 8: Cloud Computing issues/ Challenges survey ((Ramgovind et al., 2010)
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Based on the security issues, Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) which is a non-profit organisation
started in November 2008 by industry representatives, published its first Draft “Security
Guidance for Critical Area Focus in Cloud Computing” in April 2009 that delivers information
on security issues in Cloud Computing. The main aim of CSA is to deliver security assurance
and education in Cloud Computing field. Many large companies like Google, IBM, Microsoft,
VMware support this organisation (Ghobadi, Karimi, Heidari, & Samadi, 2014).
Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) conducted a survey that shows that enterprises are willing to
adopt Cloud Computing but the absence of Compliance, hamper the growth of Cloud
Computing.
Another security issue in Cloud Computing is data leakage. The customer’s data faces two
issues while moving to cloud. One is the data is located at another place by another
organisation. Secondly, the data goes to multi-tenant environment from single-tenant
environment that can cause security concern called Data leakage(Sabahi, 2012).
Jensen and Schwenk describes the technical security issues that arise due to cloud usage and
also by underlying technologies that are used to build these cloud networks (Jensen, Schwenk,
Gruschka, & Iacono, 2009).In 2009, some of the biggest vendors of Cloud Computing have
faced some accidents. The security vulnerabilities in Google Docs led to leakage of information
of private data of consumers in March 2009. While in May 2009, some serious security
vulnerability was detected in VMware software for Mac version (Dinadayalan et al., 2014).
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Even though Cloud Computing is the latest trend in recent times but still it is slow in accepting by
organisations due to security issues. But it has the potential to become frontrunner to deliver a
secure and economical IT solution in future. The next section describes the Virtualisation that forms
one core of Cloud Computing.

Virtualisation is an emerging technology that benefits the organisations widely. It has been
adopted extensively for various reasons. It has changed our datacentres. Being an emerging
technology, it has become a popular topic for research. Many studies have been done so far
about Virtualisation. Many papers have been published on virtualisation to promote this
technology. So, it is important to be aware of current and existing developments of this
technology. In order to establish the aim of this thesis, literature was reviewed which includes
24
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journals, articles, conference papers and other white papers. This section discusses the
literature review carried out on virtualisation.
Virtualisation has become a way of life in IT organisations. The overall benefits of virtualisation
like optimising hardware utilisation, improving resource utilisation by offering integrated
operating platform and reducing maintenance cost make users continue to embrace this
technology.
A virtualised environment consists of Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or Hypervisor. The main
purpose of hypervisor is to assign physical resources to virtualised operating system. The
hypervisor is installed in two different ways that leads to introduction of two different
architectures of virtualisation i.e. Bare-metal Virtualisation and Hosted Virtualisation. In Baremetal virtualisation, VMM lies just above the underlying hardware and interrupt the
communication between physical hardware and multiple virtual machines while in Hosted
Virtualisation, VMM lies on the top of host operating system(Bazargan et al., 2012).

Mgmnt

Guest

VM

VM

Mgmnt

Guest

VM

VM
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VMM/Hypervisor
VMM/Hypervisor

Host Operating System

Physical hardware

Physical hardware

Bare-metal Virtualisation

Hosted Virtualisation

Figure 9 : Types of Virtualisation (Bazargan et al., 2012)

Virtualisation enables the users to access the resources from anywhere, anytime through their
devices. The implementation of virtualisation is easy but introduces many complications in the
network design. The transit from physical networks to virtual networks gives rise to some of
the design complexities like maintaining security policies, virtual servers and monitoring
virtual machine traffic (Kremer, 2010).
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The main advantage of virtualisation is its capability to scale up the server environments.
Inspite of this benefit, there exist certain security issues in virtual environments. In large
networks set up, the scalable factor of virtualisation makes it challenging to monitor the server
environment.
Virtualisation is mainly implemented for optimal hardware usage. Though this technology
offers great benefits to the users still it comes across some security issues that have been
identified while physical machine hosts virtual machines. It is easy to increase the number of
virtual machines in a physical system but to assign administrator for each virtual machine is a
challenging task.
“Virtualization has transitioned into a mainstream technology in today's datacentres” report
IDC(IDC, 2014).
With the advent of virtualisation, it has become easy for network engineers to deploy and
maintain their networks. Though the implementation of virtualisation is easy, but it brings
many complications in network design such as maintaining virtual servers, security policies
surrounding virtual servers, monitor inter-VM traffic etc. which will lead to security concerns
if not addressed properly (Singh, 2012).
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The security of virtual infrastructure depends upon the security management of virtualisation that
controls and manages hypervisor, permits to create new guest operating system and related
actions(R. Anand, 2012).

Virtualisation is an emerging technology that introduces a software layer between the physical
machine and guest operating system i.e. virtual machines (Bazargan et al., 2012).With the
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implementation of this new layer in virtual environment, various security issues have been
introduced. This section focuses on various security flaws that have been addressed in virtual
environment.
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One of the main benefits of virtualisation is less hardware usage still there exists some security
concerns when a single physical machine hosts virtual machines. Though hardware requirements
are reduced but managing virtual machines in providing security is a challenging task. The number
of virtual machines can be deployed easily in a physical machine but allocating administrator for
each virtual machine to manage it is a difficult task in terms of security and reliability .(Anand,
Sarswathi, & Regan, 2012).
Virtual machines have the flexibility to move from one physical machine to another. In Virtualised
environment, Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) allocate dynamic MAC address to virtual machines
by default. These virtual machines are allocated a new MAC address when they migrate to other
physical machine. So, it’s hard to identify virtual machines with dynamic MAC address physically as
compared to physical machine with constant MAC address in the network (Singh, 2012).
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The virtual systems have some security holes that are very similar to security holes associated with
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any physical system. But some of the security flaws are unique to Virtual environment. One such
security flaw is introduced by the Hypervisor. Since Hypervisor is a layer that lies between Host
Operating System and Virtual environment, generates opportunities for malicious program. It is
basically a software program that comprises all software bugs as any other software has (Reuben,
2007).
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“The isolation attribute of Virtualisation is considered both an opportunity and Threat”(Bazargan et
al., 2012). This property of virtualisation makes the virtual machines to be self-protected and selfencapsulated, thus allowing each VM to execute all its tasks in its own address space. If the isolation
is not configured and maintained properly, it leads to security flaws in virtualisation (Bazargan et al.,
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2012).
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With the isolation property, Virtual machines can share the resources without communicating the
other machines on the same host. But in actual, organisations compromise VM isolation that is
known as “VM Escape” (Reuben, 2007). In this type of attack, the attacker use guest operating
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system to gain unauthorised access to hypervisor. As the attacker compromises the VM remotely,
so if he maps physical resources to his virtual machine, then he will gain access to attack real physical
resources and hence compromises all other virtual machines on same physical machine (Dhawale,
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2014)
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Another security flaw of Virtualisation is its dynamic nature. As virtual machines can be easily moved
from one server to another and returned to previous occurrences quickly and hence, poses
challenges to Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) /Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)(Micro, 2009). In
addition to this, virtual machines are not connected to physical hardware which creates another
security challenge. Therefore, they cannot be secured properly by firewalls and VLANs (Apani, 2009).
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Furthermore, virtual machines create another security challenge. The administrator can take
snapshots of virtual machines and make configuration changes. If they are not going well, the
administrator can return back to snapshot. By doing so, all the configuration changes will be lost
that the administrator has made. Therefore, the data or information will not be protected more as
the policy returns back to its earlier version (Vax, 2010).
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In virtual machines, guest machines along with host machines share the same resources like CPU,
memory disk etc. When the guest machine takes all resources a situation is created which is called
Denial of Service attack in VMs. In this scenario, the other VMs requesting for resources receive the
denial of services from system (Sahoo, Mohapatra, & Lath, 2010).
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Another security issue in virtualisation is monitoring of VM from host. Since the host machine is
considered as a control point in VMs, so it requires more security than different VMs. The host
machine can monitor all network traffic that passes through it to/from Virtual machines. Therefore,
if host machine is compromised, security of all other virtual machines will be at risk (Sahoo et al.,
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2010).
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The above security issues arise within Virtualisation should be considered more carefully by IT
engineers to deliver secure virtual environment. The next section of this chapter discusses the
actions that are taken to mitigate security issues.

2.5 Mitigation strategies
Inspite of having security flaws, Virtualisation is being accepted widely by IT organisations.
Virtualisation vendors have always tried to deliver solutions to reduce these security issues. This
section represents mitigation actions that would help IT engineers to have secure virtual
environment.
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The organisations can only gain benefits from virtualisation if it has sound arrangement of security
(IBM, 2009). By implementing security policies precisely, most of the architecture related security
issues can be sorted out (Singh, 2012). According to Dhawale, there are some mitigation actions that
are based on Virtualisation Infrastructure. The mitigation solutions based on Virtualisation
Infrastructure reduce security issues by generating secure gateways in virtual Infrastructure
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(Dhawale, 2014).
To secure the network either physical or virtual, the best mitigation action is to create the network
boundaries and to monitor flow of traffic among different network segments (Shackleford, 2010).
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In a white paper published by Trend Micro, two approaches in virtualisation security have been
discussed. The first approach is to apply a virtual security appliance within virtual environment. In
this approach, all the network traffic between virtual switch and virtual machines can be monitored.
This method delivers IDS/ IPS protections from attacks but still has some restrictions like inter-VM
traffic, mobility, performance bottlenecks and non-transparency. While in other approach .i.e. VMcentric approach, IDS/IPS is being deployed on each virtual machines. This approach does not
the above limitations but still faces the challenge of deployment of IDS/IPS security agent on each
virtual machine.
Hence, VMware implements a new way of security controls with the help of “Security Watchdog”
whose purpose is to use introspection APIs to access information of each virtual machines. It also
removes the limitations that occurs in above approaches and consists of various security functions
like firewalls, IDS/IPS, antivirus etc. Further, it also discusses about “Coordinated Security Approach”
consists of VM-centric method as well Security Watchdog to protect critical IT assets by
implementing software on each VMs and non-critical assets by Security Watchdog (Micro, 2009).
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Another mitigation action is suggested by Nance, Hay and Bishop in their paper “Virtual Machine
Introspection”. They defined introspection techniques to reduce the security issues in
Virtualisation(Nance, Hay, & Bishop, 2008). In this technique, the virtual machine monitor can
investigate activities of Virtual machine without interfering or disturbing the VM (Singh, 2012).
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In 2011, Luo and Yang, mentioned the solution to avoid DDoS attacks in virtual infrastructure. They
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explained when the number of user’s request increased, workload equilibrium should be adopted.
Along with this, each application of the users should be reviewed to avoid malicious user to apply
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for a lot of resources on virtual platform (Luo, Yang, Ma, Chu, & Dai, 2011).
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According to Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols, VMsafe initiative was started by VMware. It will make API’s
that enables the antivirus, network monitoring, patch management and firewall tools to view the
traffic and hence delivers protection (Vaughan-Nichols, 2008).
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In a paper, “Security Vulnerability Analysis in Virtualised Computing Environments”, the authors
explained the various security concerns and their mitigation strategies in Virtualised Computing
Environments. They described various mitigation actions that should be taken to reduce security
risks that arise due to misconfigured Virtualisation architecture, improper patched Virtual machines.
They recommended establishing common terms to name virtual machines, to store all Virtual
machine images in virtual machine image library. Furthermore, the active VMs should be stored
separately from archived VMs and protect the active VM storage with access controls (Brooks,
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Caicedo, & Park, 2012).
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Based on the above mitigation actions, the security concerns in virtual infrastructure would be
reduced reliably and hence, security would be enhanced. As this is an evolving technology, still there
are some security flaws for which mitigation strategies should be developed to have a secure virtual
environment.

2.6 Summary
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The above section discusses various security issues related to Virtualisation technology. To address
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the security concerns, literature review was carried out. Along with the security holes, , and the
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mitigation strategies have also been discussed to have a secure virtual environment. Furthermore,
the appropriate research methodology has been discussed by author to conduct this research. This
has been explained in detail in the next chapter.

Every research has to be supported and justified by relevant data. Researchers adopt set of rules
which is called research methodology. There are two types of research methodologies known as
Qualitative and Quantitative Research methods.

3.1 Chosen Research Method
As there are two types of research methodologies, this research study follows the Quantitative
Approach primarily.
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According to Thomas, “Quantitative Research Methods uses numbers and statistical methods. It
tends to be based on numerical measurements of specific aspects of phenomena, it abstracts from
particular instances to seek general description or to test casual hypothesis; it seeks measurements
analyses that are easily replicable by other researchers.”(Thomas, 2003).
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Quantitative Research uses quantifiable data to convey facts and uncover patterns in research and
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possess much more structured data collection methods than Qualitative methods (Wyse, 2011).
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According to Singh, there are four different types of Quantitative research methods i.e.
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experiments, telephonic surveys, co-relational studies and qualitative content analysis (Singh, 2012)
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As this research study follows the Quantitative Approach, experiments were conducted to establish
the findings of the research.

3.2 Vulnerability Assessment for Data Collection
The research was conducted to investigate the effectiveness of security of virtual DMZ in private
cloud environment. To achieve the results, virtual DMZ is hosted in a private cloud environment.
First of all, Vulnerability assessment was done with the help of Vulnerability Assessment Tools (VAS).
Then, Penetration testing was carried out to collect and analyze data.
According to A. Bechtsoudis and N. Sklavos “The process of systematically and actively testing a
deployed network to determine potential vulnerabilities is called Penetration Testing.”(Bechtsoudis
& Sklavos, 2012).
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There are two distinct types of penetration testing: Announced and Unannounced testing.
Announced testing can be defined as an attempt to regain unidentified files or to compromise a
client network system with the help of IT staff while in Unannounced testing it can be done with the
help of Upper level of management.
Further penetration testing can be distinguished into Black box and White box Testing. In Black box
testing, the tester is unaware of the network, that is going to be tested while in White box testing,
the tester has inside information of the network like configuration of the network system or types
of hardware and software used (He & Bode, 2006).
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In this research study, White Box penetration testing techniques were used as the author himself
configured the experimental test bed for research project. Also, the data collected from
Vulnerability Assessment tests was analysed to achieve the results i.e. secure deployment of virtual
31
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DMZ. Moreover, with the help of VAS tools, author can quantify the security level in virtual DMZ
design.

3.3 Summary
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The main aim of this chapter was to discuss the chosen research methodology for this research
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study. This chapter also describes the penetration testing, its types and also Vulnerability
Assessment tests that are carried out to accomplish the research.
As this research study is Quantitative in nature, so the next chapter describes the experimental set
up for this research.

4. Experimental Set-up
This chapter focuses on the experimental set up carried out for this research study. First of all, the
terminologies are discussed. Then, the next section of this chapter discusses the core network
design of this research experiment. The last section covers the tools that is used to conduct the
experiment.
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4.1 Terminologies
As we know that virtualized computing enables us to have optimal utilisation of servers, power
savings and reduced server footprint. But a private cloud along with all these benefits provides
highly integrated and automated management, scalable platform and self-service infrastructure.
For this research experiment, a private cloud was created by using vCloud Director using V centre
5.5. The main components of vCloud are given below:


vCenter server



vShield Manager



vCloud Director

4.2 Network Design
To conduct the experiment, first of all a private cloud was created. For the creation of Private cloud,
three physical servers were set up. Server 2012 R2 was installed on each of the physical Machine 1
and Machine 2. Each virtual machine has two physical NICs. SQL server was installed on Machine 1.
Physical Machine Configuration:
Name

CPU

Memory

NIC’s

Main IP

Formatted Table

Machine 1

4

8GB

2NIC

192.168.0.5
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Machine 2

4

8GB

2NIC

192.168.0.2
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Machine 3

4

8GB

2NIC

192.168.0.3
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The subnet mask for all the machines was 255.255.255.0
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For Cloud set up, the following software were downloaded:


Server 2012 R2



SQL Server 2008



vCentre Server 5.5, ESXi 5.1 and vCloud Director Suite
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To describe the experiment set up logically, a fictitious enterprise was created having domain
“cloud.com”. It represents a small to medium enterprise network design.. In this network design,
three physical machines were used i.e. Machine 1, Machine2 and Machine 3. The convention used
for server hostname is PC1 followed by domain name ‘PC1.cloud.com’.The domain controller in
“cloud.com” would be PC2.cloud.com. On Machine 1 i.e. PC1.cloud.com, operating system MS
windows server 2012 R2 and Database server Microsoft SQL server 2012 R2 was installed. Along
with this, vCenter server and Infrastructure desktop client was also installed on Machine 1. On
Machine 2, Windows server 2012R2 was installed and is ADDS . While on Machine 3, ESXi host had
been installed. Two virtual machines were also being deployed on Machine 3. On one of the virtual
machine, vCloud Director was installed to set up a cloud while on the other virtual machine, vShield
manager was installed.
All the three physical machines were connected to each other through Layer 2 Cisco Switch.
Machine 3 i.e. PC3.cloud.com was acting as an ESXi host while Machine 1 acted as a web client that
was only specific to ESXi host. The web client managed the vCenter server. The virtual machines that
were installed on ESXi hosts were deployed through vCenter Server. The installation of vCloud
Director requires an operating system, so SUSE Linux has been installed which is an OVA file. During
configuration, vCloud Director integrated with vCenter Server and vShield Manager. Therefore,
vCloud Director communicates with vCenter server and vShield manager. The virtual machine on
which vCloud Director was installed had vSwitch consisted of two NICs with IP’s 192.168.0.100 and
192.168.0.101.
vShield Manager hosts a DMZ that is basically a hypervisor based firewall that protects applications
in virtual datacentre network based attacks. It shields the vCloud director by monitoring network
traffic. There was also a client machine (laptop) using the Unitec Wi-Fi, connected to this LAN which
was used for penetration testing. Five vulnerability assessment tools were used to penetrate the
DMZ setup on the cloud network.

Experimental Test Bed
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Figure 10: Network Design
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Diagrammatic Details of ESXi
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Figure 11: Detailed Diagram of ESXi
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Flow of Information and Data communication
Figure 10 represents a typical LAN (Local Area network) design.. Suppose an Internal user from
organisation is trying to

access

the cloud network. The client requests for url

https://192.168.0.100/orgnisation/test , hosted on ESXi server. The process in brief is:
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Client machine name ‘Client’ request for https://192.168.0.100/organisation/test and the
request is forwarded to 192.168.0.3 which is an ESXi server.



This request is forwarded through vSwitch to vNIC to machine having IP address
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192.168.0.100.
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The page for Cloud opens and asks for credentials.
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If they are correct, the page will be presented to client.

The set-up of virtual DMZ hosting in private cloud consists of several components as covered in the
section below.

Preparing Network Design setup for Private Cloud
The next part of this section describes the components, their installation and configuration process
for setting up the private cloud and hosting of a virtual DMZ on it. As described in Fig 10 and Fig 11.
4.2.1 Installing vCenter Server 5.5
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After the successful installation of Windows server 2012R2, the next step was to install vCenter
server 5.5. The vCenter server installation consisted of different components depending on the
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choice one makes within the installation wizard. The different components of vCenter server
installed were:


vCenter Single Sign-on: This is an important component of a Private cloud set up. vCenter
delivers secure authentication to all the components of the vSphere environment. It builds
an internal security domain where vSphere solutions and components are registered during
installation. It can authenticate users from its own internal users and groups.



vSphere web client: vSphere web client was introduced with vSphere 5.0. But it was not in
much demand due to lack of administrative capability. The latest vSphere web client 5.5 was
used in this research project and it can manage thousands of objects by improving navigation
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vCenter Inventory Service: It is an inventory service which is used to improve vSphere web
client responses to queries by eliminating the performance overheads. It provides patching
capabilities through vCenter Server for ESXi hosts and Virtual machine. Basically, it Collects
information about infrastructure and delivers that information to clients.



vCenter Server: It is the main component of managing and optimising a vSphere
environment being set up for Private Cloud set up. It delivers management and monitoring
of vSphere hosts. It also enables essential virtualisation technologies such as VMware
vSphere vMotion.



vCenter Server Database : It is the main component of vCenter Server. Every call to vCenter
Server invokes a communication with vCenter Server database. It is the central storage
location of all vCenter Server configuration parameters and storage location of all historical
and statistical data.



vCenter Server Desktop Client
It is the standard client used for administering and managing the vSphere releases. The
desktop client would be depreciated in future releases. With the release of vSphere 5.5,
some of the components still need desktop client and be available for several legacy
technologies in vSphere 5.5.
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Figure 12: vCenter Server 5.5 Deployment (VMware, 2013)

4.2.2 VCenter Server Installation
For vCenter Server installation, software was downloaded from VMware’ website, burnt onto a CD
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and loaded on the server. After proceeding through the usual welcome screens, accepting the
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licensing agreement came the Installation type screen with two options i.e. Simple install and
Custom install. The ‘simple install’ option was selected. The different components of vCenter server
were installed. The detailed steps of this installation of vCenter Server are given in Appendix 2. After
the installation was completed, windows services that had been added or started were VMware
Virtual Center Server, VMware License server, VMware Infrastructure Web Access, and VMware
Update Manager Service.
4.2. 3 Virtual Infrastructure Client set up
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Before beginning with this installation, access was to be established using either a Vcenter Server
or an ESXi host using a web browser and typing in the hostname or IP address of the server. The
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client software given as a link on the default welcome screen was downloaded. In the installation
process, first of all .NET Framework was installed on the system otherwise the installation would
fail. Then, VMware-viclient.exe installation program was run that was downloaded from server to
begin installation. After the acceptance of licensing agreement, the destination folder appeared.
Then the installation began and virtual infrastructure client was installed..
4.2.4 ESXi 5.1 Installation
Vmware ESXi is based on hypervisor that runs directly on hardware. Before the installation, the ISO
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file was downloaded from VMware’s website. Then, the ISO file was burnt onto a CD.
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Figure 13: ESXi architecture (Natarajan, 2010)
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The ESXi installation in this research project consisted of various aspects for a reliable and a stable
platform. Vmware ESXi 5.1 was powered on. The necessary files were loaded for installation by ESXi
installer. After the modules were loaded successfully, the server was configured for the following:

A complex root password to secure the ESXi.



After providing the secured password, the final confirmation of installation was done by
pressing the F11 key.

server was rebooted, a login screen was displayed with options to configure it from console (F2) or
to shut down and restart the server.
4.2.5 vShield Manager
vShield Manager is the centralised network management of vShield. It is being installed as virtual
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appliance on the ESXi host in vCenter Server environment and can run on different ESXi host.
vShield Manager User interface maintains vShield components. vShield Manager manages single
vCenter server environment and multiple vShield App, vShield Edge, vShield Endpoint, vShield Data
Security instances. The author installed vShield App and vShield Data Security for this research
project.


vShield App

It is a hypervisor based firewall that shields the applications in virtual datacentre from network
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based attacks. With vShield App, organisations can get control over network communication
between virtual machines. vShield App should be installed on each ESXi host within a cluster to
provide protection to virtual machines while moving between ESXi hosts
.

It provides network edge security and gateway services to separate a virtual network or
machines in a port group. It connects the isolated networks to shared networks by delivering
common gateway services such as DHCP, VPN, and NAT. vShield Edge delivers perimeter security
for Virtual Datacentres (VDC’s). It can be deployed in DMZ, VPN Extranets and multi-tenant cloud
environment.


vShield Data Security

vShield Data Security offers visibility into sensitive stored data within the virtualised
environment of organisation.
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4.2.5.1 Installing the vShield Manager:
vShield Manager provides firewall protection, traffic analysis and network perimeter services to
shield vCenter server environment. The installation of vShield manager is a multistep process.
vShield Manager virtual machine was obtained as OVA file (Open Virtualisation Appliance) that
permitted vSphere client to import vShield manager into datastore and virtual machine inventory.
vShield Manager virtual machine was installed on a host in a cluster configured with DRS. First of all,
once logged on to the vSphere client, then the file was selected to deploy the OVF template. After
locating the file, the installation was completed and vShield Manager virtual machine was ‘powered
on’. After installation and configuration of vShield Manager virtual machine, vShield Manager User
Interface was logged in to. Next, the IP address was typed in web browser that was assigned to
vShield Manager. Upon this, windows using SSL was opened showing vShield Manager User
Interface to accept the security certificate . After this, the login screen of vShield Manager User
Interface appeared and the username “admin” and password “default” was typed to log into
Vmware vShield Manager User Interface.
4.2.5.2 Setting up vShield Manager and vShield App
The set-up of vShield Manager specifies vCenter server, DNS and NTP server and Lookup server
details. For the vShield Manager set up, vShield Manager logged on to, and in the vShield Manager
panel ‘Settings and Reports’ was clicked. In the next screen, IP address of NTP server was typed
when ‘Edit’ was clicked in NTP server. The ‘Edit’ was clicked in ‘Look up Service’ in the next step and
the host name was typed. Next, the SSO username and password was typed which was followed by
IP address of vCenter server. vSphere Client login username and password was typed and then
‘Assign vShield Enterprise Administrator role to this user’ was selected. By selecting this, user would
have vShield operations and security permissions. After that, ‘Modify plug-in script download
location’ was selected and then vShield IP address and port number was typed. At last, ‘save’ button
was selected.
ESXi host. For vShield App set up , vSphere Client was logged on and then ESXi host from inventory
tree was selected. Then the ‘vShield tab’ was clicked and security certificates were accepted. At last,
the ‘install’ button for the installation of vShield App service was clicked (VMware, 2013).
4.2.6 vCloud Director
A VMware vCloud Director combines a vCloud Director Server group with vSphere platform
(VMware, 2014) . It consists of one or more vCloud Director Servers that share common databases
41
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and are connected to number of vCenter servers and ESXi hosts. Herein run a collection of services
in each server of group which is called vCloud Director Cell.

Figure 14 : vCloud Director Architecture Diagram
In the installation and configuration process of vCloud Director, cells were created which were
connected to shared databases and provided the first connection to vCenter server, vShield
Manager and hosts.
4.2.6.1 vCloud Director Hardware and Software requirements
vCloud Director server should meet hardware and software requirements with an addition of
supported database that should be accessible to all group members like vCenter Server, vShield
Manager and ESXi host. .
vSphere Configuration Requirements


vCenter server should trust their hosts.



vSphere Distributed switches should be used for cross-host fencing and network pool
allocation



Network pools should be available to all the hosts anticipated for vCloud Director to use.

Supported vCloud Director Server Operating systems
The supported Operating systems for vCloud Director are
42
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CentOS



Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5



Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6

The author had chosen SUSE Linux as an operating system for installing vCloud Director. It is an open
source Linux based operating system and is an OVA (Open Virtualisation Alliance) file.
vCloud Director Supported Databases
VCloud Director supports Oracle and Microsoft SQL server databases. For this research project,
Microsoft SQL server 2008 is being used.
4.2.6.2 Creating a vCloud Director Server Group
Before installation and configuration of vCloud Director, following tasks were done:


vCenter Server 5.5 was properly configured and running supported with vCloud Director 5.5
for use



vShield Manager 5.5 was properly configured and running supported with vCloud Director
for use



It was verified that there was atleast one supported vCloud Director Server that was properly
configured and running. Each server was configured to have SSL certificate for each IP
address



MS SQL database was created which was accessible to all the servers



vCloud Director server, vCenter server , database server and vShield Manager server can
explain each other’s names



It was verified that vCloud Director servers and database servers were co-ordinated to a
network time server for reliable and secure network

4.2.6.3 Installing vCloud Director Software on first member of a server group
VCloud Director software was distributed as a digitally signed Linux executable file . The target
meets all the requirements was verified by vCloud Director Installer and installed vCloud Director
software on it. .
server was verified and then the checksum was verified. The executable file was downloaded and
then run in console, shell or terminal window. The software was installed and the configuration
script that configure’s server network and database connections was run. Upon this, the
43
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configuration of the network and database connections were done. After the installation
completed, the network connections were set up, and the vCloud Director Services were started.
These services can also be stopped as required. There are start or stop services options. (VMware,
2014)
Services

Action

Start services

open a console, shell, terminal window or run the following command
service vmware-vcd start

Stop services

open a console, shell, terminal window or run the following command
service vmware-vcd stop

4.3 Different Designs of Virtual DMZs
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In a paper published by VMware , an independent research analyst suggested that deploying DMZ
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in virtual environment is as secure as deploying in physical environment, the only biggest risk is
design misconfiguration (Singh, 2012 ). The three different designs of DMZs are discussed in this
white paper. The only difference is that virtual technology enables you to combine the servers by
replacing the physical with virtual servers. The three different DMZ configurations were covered
here:



Partially Collapsed DMZ with physical trust zones



Partially Collapsed DMZ with virtually separated trust zones



Fully Collapsed DMZ

In this design, the DMZs zones are physically separated. The physical ESXi servers are separated by
physical firewalls and is considered to be least complex. The servers within the trust zones are
virtualised which is the main difference between this design and a typical physical DMZ design.
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Figure 15: Partially Collapsed DMZ with Physical Trust

Partially Collapsed DMZ with Virtually Separated Trust Zones
The trust zones are separated by physical firewalls in this design. In this, the virtual servers with
different trust levels are kept on the same host. In this design, the inbuilt virtual switches are
used to apply separation of trust zones in VMware ESXi server. With the help of physical server,
the dedicated NICs of each virtual machine is separated from other NICs on the same physical
server. For any Communication between different trust zones, virtual machines use the physical
network and pass through physical firewalls

.

Figure 16 : Partially Collapsed DMZ with virtually separated Trust zone

All the servers and security devices are virtualised in this design. It is considered to be most complex
in terms of designing virtual DMZ trust zones using VMware. All the virtual machines are deployed
on same physical host along with firewalls. The communication between the zones are managed
with virtual security appliances. One of the dedicated NICs of physical server is connected to internet
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traffic and the other is connected to production LAN traffic.(VMware, 2008)
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Figure 17 : Fully Collapsed DMZ(VMware, 2008)
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The aim of this research is to study the security effectiveness of virtual DMZ hosted in private cloud. Among
the above explained designs, the author set up a design to use Fully Collapsed virtual DMZ to conduct this
research experiment. In the research paper “A virtualised DMZ design Consideration using VMware ESXi 4.1”
(Singh, 2012) , based on the four different designs of DMZ’s. The aim of the research was to determine which
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virtual DMZ would be appropriate for system and network engineers. After conducting the research
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experiment, the author(Singh, 2012) found that there was only a difference of 1% of vulnerability risks
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between all the DMZ’s designs. In the current research experiment, the author chooses fully Collapsed DMZ
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to carry out the experimental research, instead of using all the DMZ’s designs. The next section discusses the
different VAS tools that were used in this experiment to examine the security.
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.
This section represents the brief explanation of Vulnerability Assessment tools and their assessment
framework. To identify the vulnerabilities in a network, these tools were used. These tools were
used to examine the effectiveness of security when the virtual DMZ is placed in private cloud
environment. Based on their exploit database, these tools were selected.
4.4.1 Nmap
Nmap is normally used for network mapping and enumeration. It scans large networks quickly and
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reliably. It specifies what hosts are alive on network. It also depicts their open ports, services and
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applications that they are running (Nmap, 2011). Nmap uses raw Internet Protocols to figure out
what hosts are accessible on the network. It also shows what services those hosts are supporting
and what Operating systems on which they are running.
Features of Nmap:


Flexible: It supports many new techniques for mapping out a network full with IP filters, routers
and firewalls.



Powerful: It scans large networks easily.



Portable: It supports most operating systems like Linux, Microsoft Windows and Unix based
systems.



Easy: It supports both traditional command line and Graphical user Interface (GUI)
versions.(Acheson, 2009)

4.4.2 Ettercap
It is a comprehensive tool for a man in the middle attacks. It is a free and open source network
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security tool that can be used for security auditing and host analysis. It can capture passwords,
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conduct active eavesdropping against many common protocols. It was originated as a sniffer for
switched LAN but can now be used as a tool for ‘man in the middle attacks.’ It has two sniffing
options that are Bridged and Unified
Features of Ettercap:


SSL support: It can sniff SSL secure data.



Plug-in support: One can create one’s own plug-in using Ettercap API.



SSH1 support: It is the first software that can sniff a SSH connection in full duplex
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Packet Filtering: To find a particular string in TCP or UDP, one can set up a filter
script.(Alberto Ornaghi )
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4.4.3 Nessus
Nessus is one of the most popular vulnerability scanner. It is constantly updated with more than
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46000 plug-ins (Nessus). It is an active scanner that includes features like high-speed discovery, asset
profiling and vulnerability analysis of client’s security posture. It can be used for daily scan, ad-hoc
scanning and quick-response checks.
Features of Nessus:


Complete network assessment and discovery



High speed Vulnerability Identification

Patch and configuration auditing. Nessus is one of the most popular vulnerability scanner. It is
constantly updated with more than 46000 plug-ins (Nessus). It is an active scanner that includes
features like high-speed discovery, asset profiling and vulnerability analysis of client’s security
posture. It can be used for daily scan, ad-hoc scanning and quick-response checks.
Features of Nessus:


Complete network assessment and discovery



High speed Vulnerability Identification



Patch and configuration auditing (Acheson, 2009)
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4.4.4 Kali Linux
Kali Linux is the new generation of industry leading Back Track Linux penetration testing. It is a
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complete re-build of Back Track and follows Debian development standards.
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Features of Kali Linux:


Freeware: Kali Linux is completely free and comprehensive vulnerability assessment tool.



FHS Compliant: Kali Linux follows the File System Hierarchy Standard that permits the Linux
users to easily find binaries, support file and libraries etc .



Vast Wireless Device Support: Kali Linux has been developed to support many wireless
devices and can run on a wide variety of hardware and hence, can be compatible with many
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wireless devices.
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Secure Development Environment: Kali Linux is made up of small groups of trusted
individuals who can interact with repositories when using multiple secure protocols.



Multi-language: Along with English, Kali Linux supports Multiple languages so that any user
can operate in their native language like Chinese, Dutch.(Linux, 2013)
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4.4.5 GFIlanguard
GFIlanguard is a system scanner that performs in excess of 45000 vulnerability checks focused
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around OVAL Framework and SANS Top 20. Checks in GFIlanguard help identify patch management,
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vulnerability assessment on network nodes. It also identifies the risks to the network, focus on the
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level of exposure and describes the actions that need to be taken before it gets compromised
(GFIlanguard, 2014).
Features of GFIlanguard:


Patch Management: It has built-in patch management feature that enables to download
missing Microsoft security updates automatically. It also automatically arrange the missing
Microsoft patches over the network.



Hardware and software management: It also gives hardware information on memory,
processors, storage devices, printers, monitors and ports in use. It also checks when a new
program is installed and removes unauthorised applications automatically (Acheson, 2009).

4.4.6 Zenmap
Zenmap is a multiplatform (Linux, Windows, Mac OS etc.) free and open source vulnerability scanner
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tool. It is the official Nmap Security Scanner GUI. It is actually designed to make Nmap easier to use
and provide advanced features for experienced Nmap users.
Features:


Multilanguage: It can be transformed into few languages other than English like German
language.



Comparison: It has the ability to exhibit the difference between two scans different hosts or
same hosts with different options.



Convenience: It summarises the details about a single host or complete scan in a convenient
way.(Lyon)
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From the Vulnerability Assessment tools described above, the author chooses five tools i.e. Nmap,
GFIlanguard, Nessus,, Ettercap and Zenmap. These tools are used to examine the security
effectiveness of virtual DMZ hosted in private cloud. The author selected these tools based on their
Formatted Table

exploit database as covered in next section.
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4.5 Test Results Matrix
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Using the five tools as discussed above, tests were carried out and tabulated into a test results
matrix as covered below. This matrix covers the vulnerability assessment tools and the parameters
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set for the server configuration set up values. The values for the parameters obtained is given in
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the table below.
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Parameters

Tools

Formatted Table
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Nmap

GFIlanguard

Nessus

Zenmap

Ettercap
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Open Ports
TCP
UDP
Services

MAC Address

Firewall
Detection

Not detected
Not Detected

88, 443
Not detected

Not detected

HTTPS
Not detected
DNS
Not detected
00-0C-29-0567-A2
detected

HTTPS
Not Detected
DNS
Not Detected
Not Detected

HTTPS
Not detected
DNS(NetBIOS)
Detected
Not Detected

Not detected

Not Detected

Not Detected

HTTPS
Detected
DNS
Not Detected
00-0C-29-0567-AC
Detected
Not detected
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111,22
Not detected
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HTTPS
Not detected
DNS
Not detected
00-1B-21-3DBE-58, 00-1B21-3D-BE-76
Detected
Not detected
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Cross site
scripting

Not detected

Not supported

Not Detected

Not Detected

Not supported
(sniffing tool

only)
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OS Finger
Prints

Not detected

IP Address

Detected
IP 192.168.0.5
IP 192.168.0.2
IP192.168.0.21

Host name

OS

Detected
IP 192.168.0.5
IP 192.168.0.2
Host name
PC1.cloud.com
PC2.cloud.com
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Detected
192.168.0.100
Host name
Not detected
OS
Linux 3.0

Not detected
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OS

Windows
Server 2012 R2

Windows Server
2012 R2

Figure 18: Result Matrix

The above matrix describes the Vulnerability Assessment tools and the values of parameters
obtained in the tests. The tool Nmap did not detect any open TCP and UDP ports during the scan
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test for the target machine with IP 192.168.0.100. The tool was also tested for the detection of MAC
Address and it successfully detected the MAC Address of the target machine with IP 192.168.0.100.
The Cross site Scripting test was also launched but the tool was unsuccessful in detecting the results.
For the tool GFIlanguard, only the TCP ports 88, 443 was found to be open. It did not detect any
open UDP ports. Cross site scripting test was not applicable for this tool as this tool helps identify
patch management, provides information on ports in use, hardware memory, processors, printers
and monitors, but does not launch attacks to detect cross site scripting possibility. The scanning tool
Nessus was able to detect only TCP port 111, 22 open for the target machine having IP 192.168.0.100
but did not detect any open UDP ports. Zenmap tool detected the TCP ports but was unsuccessful
in detecting open UDP ports for the machine 192.168.0.100. It also, detected the MAC address 000C-29-05-67-AC successfully of the target machine 192.168.0.100. For the Ettercap tool, none of the
open ports were detected. Cross site scripting test was not applicable for this tool because it is
basically a sniffing tool. Also, the tool was unsuccessful in detecting the firewalls and any of the
services running on the machine.
In the next section of Data Analysis process, the results generated by vulnerability assessment tools
are being compared to the matrix described in Fig 20.
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5. Data Analysis
Data Analysis is the main feature of any research. It can be described as a “building block” of any
research. For this research project, it defines the outcome of data gathered in the experiment
conducted through the lab set up for the virtual DMZ hosting the fully virtualized DMZ. Five
vulnerability assessment tools were used to produce the data.
Out of three DMZ designs described above, Fully Collapsed DMZ was used in this research project.
In previous research project “Virtualisation and Information Security: A Virtualised DMZ Design
Consideration Using Vmware ESXi 4.1” (Singh, 2012)”, five different vulnerability tools were used to
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generate data for three different designs of DMZs along with the physical DMZ design. In this data
analysis process, results obtained by tools for virtual DMZ hosted in private cloud in Fully Collapsed
DMZ configuration were compared with the results generated by tools of virtual DMZ in Fully
Collapsed DMZ design without the cloud configuration. The target IP addresses are all IP addresses
used in the network. The author uses IP addresses of all machines i.e. 192.168.0.5, 192.168.0.2,
192.168.0.100 and 192.168.0.21 for assessing the vulnerabilities in the network. These IP addresses
were used to conduct the tests for detecting the Open ports, MAC Address, Firewalls, OS
Fingerprints, Services and Cross site scripting that were described as point of vulnerability in the
network. The test results matrix is described above showing the six parameters that were
considered as benchmarks for generating the results by the vulnerability assessment tools used..
Line graphs were produced by each vulnerability assessment tools. The vulnerability level is
described on left axis of the line graph with level 0 to level 6. Level 0 signifies no vulnerability at all
while Level 6 signifies the maximum level of vulnerability. Level 1 and Level 2 signifies the least
vulnerability level while Level 3, 4, 5 signifies intermediate increasing vulnerability levels. On the
horizontal axis, the parameters for which this vulnerability exists (Open ports, MAC Address, OS
Fingerprints, Firewall Detection, and Cross site Scripting) are described. If the parameters have the
maximum level, it means that parameter has maximum level of vulnerability.
For example, in GFIlanguard the parameter ‘OS Fingerprints’ was described as the intermediate
vulnerable parameter with a value of 4.5 as it correctly detected three IP Addresses i.e. 192.168.0.2,
192.168.0.5, 192.168.0.21 out of the given four IPs that were used for assessing the vulnerabilities
in the network. Also, it detected the operating system (Windows Server 2012R2) correctly of the
target machines. For the parameter “Open Ports”, if the tool correctly detected both the open TCP
and UDP ports, then the parameter has maximum vulnerability level. If the tool detected either TCP
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or UDP ports as the opened ports, then the tool has intermediate level of vulnerability. The
parameter is considered to be least vulnerable if the scan tool was unable to detect any open TCP
or UDP ports. For example, the tool ‘Nmap’ detected the TCP and UDP ports (53 and 80 respectively)
that were found to be closed, therefore the parameter was said to be least vulnerable parameter.
Similarly, if the scan tool correctly detected the parameter MAC addresses (such as 00-1B-21-3DBE-76, 00-1B-21-3D-BE-58, 00-0C-29-05-67-A2) of the target machines, then it has maximum
vulnerability level with a value ‘6’. For example, the scan tool Ettercap correctly detected MAC
Addresses (00-1B-21-3D-BE-58, 00-1B-21-3D-BE-76 of Machine1 and Machine 2) and therefore was
described as intermediate vulnerable parameter with a value 3. In a similar way, the vulnerability
level was decided for the parameters Firewall Detection, Services and Cross site scripting. The
parameter Firewall and Cross sites scripting were not detected by any scan tool, so they were
considered to be the least vulnerable parameter.
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5.1 GFIlanguard
GFIlanguard detected the open ports i.e. 88 and 443 TCP ports for machine PC2.cloud.com having
IP 192.168.0.21, but did not detect any UDP port. It failed to detect any open ports on other
machines PC1.cloud.com and PC3.cloud.com It also detected the IP addresses 192.168.0.5
,192.168.0.2 and 192.168.0.21 successfully but failed to detect the IP address of vCloud Director
.i.e. 192.168.0.100. As it had successfully detected three target IP Addresses, so it was described as
the most vulnerable parameter with 4.5 level of vulnerability.
From the above discussions, it can be seen for this tool the author found only the two parameters
‘Open ports’ and ‘OS Fingerprints’ of intermediate vulnerability level while rest of the parameters
were least vulnerable as compared to the previous research experiment where the three
parameters had intermediate level of vulnerability. It can be concluded that hosting a virtual DMZ
in private cloud has added the security level to network.
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VULNERABILITY LEVEL

GFIlanguard
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Open ports

MAC Address

Firewall
Detection

OS Fingerprints

Services

Cross site
Scripting

PARAMETERS

Figure: 19 shows the vulnerability levels in Virtual DMZ hosted in Private Cloud. MAC address, firewall
detection and services showing least vulnerability level while the Open ports and OS system Fingerprints
was showing intermediate level of vulnerability.
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5.2 Nmap
Nmap did not detect any open ports of any of the target machines. Nmap detected the MAC address
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(00-0C-29-05-67-A2) of target machine having IP 192.168.0.100. It was unable to determine OS
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fingerprints. The scan was also unsuccessful in detecting the firewall on machines. It could not
determine any DNS and HTTP services running on the target machine. Therefore, OS fingerprints
was the least vulnerable parameter with vulnerability level 1.5, followed by firewall and services
with vulnerability level 1. It also failed to detect cross site scripting. As the Nmap detected MAC
Address (00-0C-29-05-67-A2) of machine having IP 192.168.0.100 but didn’t able to detect the MAC
Address of machines with IP 192.168.0.2, 192.168.0.5 and 192.168.0.3, therefore this parameter
was given value 3 showing the intermediate level of vulnerability. Except the MAC Address, all the
other parameters were showing the least level of vulnerability. As compared to test conducted in
research project “Virtualisation and Information Security” (Singh, 2012) the scan with the same tool
successfully detected the Open ports, firewall, services, IP Address and Operating system of target
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machine and had maximum vulnerability level. By analysing the data, it can be seen that the tool
‘Nmap’ didn’t detect any maximum vulnerable parameter as compared to the parameters of
previous research in which the same tool was used for the same DMZ design. Therefore, it can be
concluded that security of the network is enhanced by hosting the virtual DMZ in Private Cloud. The
screen shots for this are given in Appendix 3. .
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Figure 20: shows the vulnerability levels in Virtual DMZ hosted in Private Cloud. The MAC Address depicted
the intermediate vulnerability level while the least vulnerable parameters were Open ports, Firewall
Detection, OS Fingerprints and services.
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5.3 Nessus
The Nessus tool was unable to detect any open ports of any machine. The scan tool was also
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unsuccessful in detecting the MAC address .It failed to suggest any HTTP services running on the
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server but detected the enabled DNS (NetBIOS) services on the server making it an intermediate
vulnerable parameter with a value of 3. The tool scan was successful in determining the IP Addresses
192.168.0.5, 192.168.0.100 and 192.168.0.2 and hostname PC1.cloud.com, PC2 cloud.com and
PC3.cloud.com. It also successfully detected the operating system i.e. Windows server 2012 R2 of
target machines, therefore suggesting OS fingerprints as the most vulnerable parameter with a
value of 6. The tool scan failed to detect any firewall protecting the server. Therefore, the open
ports, MAC Address and firewall were the least vulnerable parameters with 1 being their
vulnerability level. The screenshots for this tool are given in Appendix 3.
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Figure 21: shows the vulnerability levels in Virtual DMZ hosted in Private Cloud. The Open ports, MAC Address,
Firewall were least vulnerable parameters while services showed an intermediate level of vulnerability. The
maximum vulnerable parameters was OS Fingerprints showing the IP addresses, Hostname and OS.

5.4 Ettercap
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The scan tool was unsuccessful in detecting the open ports. It also failed to determine the enabled
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DNS and HTTP services running on any target machine and thus suggesting the services parameter
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had lower vulnerability with value 2 on scale.
But it successfully determined the MAC address (00-1B-21-3D-BE-58, 00-1B-21-3D-BE-76) of
Machine 1 and Machine 2 having IP 192.168.0.5, 192.168.0.2. It could not detect any firewall
blocking traffic to the server. It also failed to identify the IP Addresses and operating system of any
machine. Therefore, Open ports, firewall and OS fingerprints were the least vulnerable parameters
with a value of 1 as the scan tool was not able to generate data for these parameters. Cross site
scripting were not applicable for this scan tool as it was a sniffing tool. The screenshots for this tool
are given in Appendix 3.
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Viewing the results from this test, it can be seen that tool failed to detect any of the parameters
except the MAC Address. Therefore, hosting of a virtual DMZ has a positive impact on the security
of the network.
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Figure 22: shows the vulnerability levels in Virtual DMZ hosted in Private Cloud. The Open ports, Firewall, OS
fingerprints were least vulnerable parameters while services and MAC address showed an intermediate level
of vulnerability.

5.5 Zenmap
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Zenmap successfully detected the open ports i.e. TCP port 111 and TCP port 22 on the target
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machine. But it failed to detect any UDP port. It could not determine any DNS services running on
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the machine but detected HTTPS services successfully and thus making it an intermediate
vulnerability with a value of 3. The scan tool was successful in determining the MAC Address (00-0C29-05-67-AC) and Operating system of the target machine. The tool didn’t detect any firewall

protecting the server. Cross site scripting for this tool was also undetected. Screenshots for this tool
are given in Appendix 3.
Considering the line graph for this tool, it can be viewed that Open ports, MAC Address, OS
Fingerprints and Services had intermediate vulnerability level while Firewall detection has least level
57
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of vulnerability. It can be seen that none of the parameter has maximum vulnerability, so the
network can be considered reliable.
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Figure 23: shows the vulnerability levels in Virtual DMZ hosted in Private Cloud. The Open ports, MAC Address,
OS Fingerprints and Services showed an intermediate level of vulnerability. The least vulnerable parameters
were Firewall and Cross Site Scripting

5.5 Summary
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This chapter described the five vulnerability tools and vulnerabilities detected by these tools. The
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results obtained by these tools helped the author to analyse the security of virtual DMZ hosted in
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private cloud. Along with this, the results were also compared with the fully collapsed DMZ design
of previous research “Virtualisation and Information Security” (Singh, 2012), where five different
tools were used against different DMZ designs. The author had used three similar tools like Nmap,
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GFIlanguard and Nessus and the results of these tools of both the research experiment were
compared.
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6. Discussions, Conclusions and Future work
The aim of this research was to analyse the security effectiveness of virtual DMZ hosted in Private
Cloud. From the outcomes of research experiment conducted, the author arrived at the findings of
the research experiment. These findings helps the author to analyse whether the hosting of virtual
DMZ in private cloud affects the security or not. These findings were based on the tests conducted
in previous section. The author also discussed the type of DMZ design used in the research
experiment. The author also compared the results of the tests conducted by VAS tools of previous
research experiment “Virtualisation and Information Security” (Singh, 2012) with the current
research experiment.
In section 4.3, the author discussed different types of DMZs designs. But for this research
experiment, the author had focussed on the ‘Fully collapsed DMZ’ design. The basic difference
between this design from all other designs is that it influences virtualisation and the consequent
security implications for the deployment technology. The firewalls are also deployed as virtual
appliances. Along with this, it uses only one VMware ESXi host to roll out all VMs (virtual machines).
It is considered to be most complex in terms of designing with highest degree of virtualisation in
DMZs.
In the tests conducted by author, five different vulnerability assessment tools were used. Out of
these five tools, three tools (Nmap, GFIlanguard and Nessus) are same for the same DMZ design
(Fully Collapsed DMZ) used in previous research experiment “Virtualisation and Information
Security” (Singh, 2012). Based on the tests conducted for the current research experiment, the
testing tool Nmap depicts the ‘MAC Address’ parameter as the intermediate vulnerable parameter
while ‘Firewall detection’, ‘OS Fingerprints’, ‘Services’ and ‘Open Ports’ have least vulnerability level.
For the second testing tool GFIlanguard, ‘Open ports’ and ‘OS Fingerprints’ show intermediate
`vulnerability level while ‘MAC Address’, ‘Firewall Detection’ and ‘Services’ have least vulnerability
level.

In comparison with previous research experiment “Virtualisation and Information

Security”(Singh, 2012) in the current research Nmap demonstrated the maximum vulnerability level
for Open ports, MAC address, and services while ‘firewall detection’ had intermediate vulnerability
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level. For GFIlanguard, ‘Open ports, OS Fingerprints and Services’ have intermediate vulnerability
level with ‘Firewall detection’ and ‘MAC address’ have least vulnerability. For the third testing tool
Nessus, the author finds the ‘OS Fingerprints’ as the most vulnerable parameter while ‘firewall
59
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detection, open ports and MAC address’ have least vulnerability level as compared to previous
research experiment where the parameters ‘open ports and OS fingerprints’ are most vulnerable
parameters.
Based on the results depicted by experiments, it is seen that hosting a virtual DMZ in private cloud
makes the network more reliable as compared to deploying a DMZ in a standard virtual
environment. According to the above discussions, for the current research experiment, most of the
parameters in the three testing tools show least vulnerability level as compared to testing tools used
in previous research experiment. Some of the parameters remain undetected in the current
research experiment. Therefore, hosting a virtual DMZ in private cloud is less prone to the
vulnerabilities in comparison to a DMZ implemented in similar virtual environment without cloud
implementation.
The implementation of virtual DMZ in cloud environment has impact on information security. The
outcomes of the experiment tests illustrates that the information security is compromised to a
lesser extent since most of the results for the tests remain undetected.
In addition to this, the choice of deployment of DMZ design is also taken into consideration in the
experiment test. In the research experiment “Virtualisation and Information Security” (Singh, 2012),
the author had taken four different design of DMZs to find out which would be most appropriate
for network and system engineers. After conducting the research experiment, the author found that
there was only a difference of 1% of vulnerability risks between all the DMZ’s designs. For the
current research experiment, the author has considered ‘Fully Collapsed DMZ’ design as the
appropriate choice.
Additionally, there are certain recommendations for deploying virtual machines. As the deployment
of virtual machines eradicates the requirement of dedicated hardware for servers. The virtual
machines can be introduced very easily and quickly into the system. Sometimes, a misconfiguration
of virtual machines or wrong implementation can put the whole security of information of an
organisation at risk. Also, the misconfiguration of VLANs and designing in virtual switches can be a
point of security risks.
Besides, designing and deploying virtual infrastructures, there are certain recommendations for
change control process for virtual machines. The virtual machines can appear or disappear very
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quickly with just a few mouse clicks. Therefore, the change control process should be implemented
by IT organisations to improve the visibility of existing virtual network of an organisation.

Conclusion and Future Study
This research examined the security effectiveness of fully collapsed virtual DMZ hosted on a private
Cloud environment which was created using vCenter server 5.5 and vCloud Director 5.5.Five
different vulnerability assessment tools were used to penetrate the network and examine the
security of the network. The results of research experiment can deliver valuable information to the
network engineers for deploying a virtual DMZ in their cloud environment. The security solutions
provided in this research experiment is the most important factor while implementing a virtual DMZ
in cloud environment. The recommendations are given above for the deployment of virtual
machines that the design engineers have to consider while implementing a virtual network.
Due to the limited scope of the research experiment, the following points could be further
researched:


Studying the impact of connecting the private cloud with public cloud and managing them
as a single hybrid environment with distributed workloads is a challenging task. The idea of
data center moved to the cloud requires the adoption of the appropriate strategy in order
to obtain optimal benefits. A study to arrive at this optimal design would prove beneficial for
industry.



Examining the security effectiveness by considering the other Virtual DMZ designs like
Partially Collapsed DMZ design. In addition to the Fully Collapsed DMZ design as used in this
research project, other DMZ design like Partially Collapsed DMZ design can be set up to study
the effectiveness of security in private cloud environment. Unlike Fully Collapsed DMZ
design, the trust zones will be separated by physical firewalls in this design. Also, the virtual
servers with different trust levels are kept on the same host. This study may provide results
that would be helpful for businesses using other designs of virtualisation.



Considering other Cloud platforms apart from vCloud like Microsoft Cloud, to study the
security effectiveness of virtual DMZ in their context. Microsoft is one of the biggest provider
of software solutions and has come up with System Center 2012. Having in-built Hyper-V, a
private Cloud can be created by using System Center 2012 which has the ability to use
61
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automation and self- service, to create a shared infrastructure for scalability and elasticity.
Study of the Micrososft cloud platform would aid users’ additional inputs on implementation
of virtualized DMZs in their respective environments.
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Appendix 1
Installation of ESXi 5.1
1. The necessary files were downloaded by ESXi Installer

2. To continue installation, the ‘enter’ key was pressed.
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3. The ‘EULA’ was accepted in this step.

4. The complete root password was provided to secure ESXi
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5. The confirmation of installation ws done by pressing ‘F11’

6. The system was rebooted by pressing the ‘Enter’ key.
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7. At last,the login screen was displayed.

Appendix 2
Installation of vCenter Single Sign –On
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1. Insert the DVD and unzip the file. There are two options for installation i.e. Simple install
and custom install. Select the simple install.

2. In order to install SSO, install was clicked and installer was followed.
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3. The license agreement was accepted in the next step. Then, the prerequisites were checked
for set up and then the deployment mode of vCenter server was selected.

4. In the next step, the SSO password was provided and then the ‘next’ button was clicked.

5. The site name and default port was provided in the next step and then clicked the ‘next’
button.
73
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6. The directory was selected to install vCenter Single Sign-On and the ‘next’ button was
selected to continue installation. At last, vCenter Single Sign-on was installed and the ‘finish’
button was clicked.
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The next part in the installation process of vCenter server is vSphere web Client. In the installer,
vSphere web client was selected and then the user license agreement was accepted. The destination
folder was accepted to install vSphere Web Client. The next step were as follows:
1. The ports were reviewed, configured them if required otherwise keep the default and then
in the next step, SSO credentials were provided and SSO certificate was accepted.
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2. The install was clicked to continue the installation. When the installation was completed, the ‘finish’
button was clicked to exit.

Installation of vCenter Inventory services
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1. In the installer, vCenter Inventory services was selected and the user License agreement was

selected. Then, the destination folder was selected to install the vCenter Inventory services
and in the next step FQDN. After that the ports were configured in the next step and then the
‘next’ button was clicked.

2. The inventory size was selected that was required for correct settings of JVM and clicked
the ‘next’ button.
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3. The SSO username, password and Lookup service were entered here.
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3.4. The installation was ready and the ‘install’ button was clicked. When the installation got
completed, the ‘finish’ button was clicked to exit.
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Installation of vCenter server
1. In the installer, vCenter server was selected and the License agreement was accepted. Next,
the license key was not entered, so the vCenter was installed in 60 days of evaluation mode

2. ‘SQL server 2008 Express’ was selected if the deployment is upto 5 hosts or 50 virtual
machines and then the vCenter Server account information was entered in next step.
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3. As this was the first vCenter Server installation, so ‘Create a standalone Vmware vCenter
Server instance’ was chosen.

4. The ports were verified and change if required otherwise keep the default and then selected
the ‘next’ button.
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5. The inventory size was selected in this step and the next, vCenter SSO credentials were
entered in order to register vCenter Server with vCenter SSO.

6. vCenter SSO was registered with administrator or group in this step
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2.7.

The destination folder was selected for the installation of vCenter server and clicked

the ‘next’ button. Then, clicked the ‘finish’ button to complete installation in the next step.
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Nmap
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Ettercap
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Zenmap
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List of Abbreviations
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AD - Active Directory
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AD-DS - Active Directory-Domain Services
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CAGR – Compound Annual Growth Rate
CSA – Cloud Security Alliance
CPU - Central Processing Unit
DHCP - Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
DMZ - Demilitarized Zone
DNS - Domain Name System
DOS –Denial of Service
DDOS – Distributed Denial of Service
DPM –Data Protection Manager
FTP - File Transfer Protocol
HTTP - Hypertext Transfer protocol
IAAS – Infrastructure-as-a- Service
I/O - Input Output
IDC –International Data Corporation
IDS - Intrusion Detection System
IEEE - Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IP - Internet Protocol
IPS - Intrusion Prevention System
iSCSI - Internet Small Computer System Interface
IT - Information Technology
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LAN - Local Area Network
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MAC - Media Access Control
NAS - Network Attached Storage
NIC - Network Interface Card
NIST- National Institute of Standards and Technology
OS - Operating System
OSI - Open Systems Interconnection
OVAL – Open Vulnerability Assessment Language
OVA - Open Virtualization Appliance
PAAS – Platform-as-a- Service
SAAS – Software-as-a-Service
SLA – Service Level Agreement
SME – Small to Medium Enterprise
VAS – Vulnerability Assessment Software
VDC – Virtual Data center
VLAN – Virtual LAN
VM – Virtual Machine
VMM – Virtual Machine Manager
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